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Thereâ€™s a dark power growing within me. And Iâ€™m not sure I can control it.The fae king wants

me dead. His assassins tracked me down and nearly killed meâ€” now theyâ€™re the ones lying

lifeless in a pool of blood. But the price I've paid is too high. They hurt someone I love, and I burn for

revenge.Iâ€™m done watching from the sidelines. Following the seductive fae Roan, I join the rebels

but find myself surrounded by suspicion at every turn. But with the strange new magic in my blood,

no one trusts me anymore.It's the magic of fear, of terror, of nightmares. The kingâ€™s minions

have given me another name: Mistress of Dread. My power is unstable and deadly, and to get my

vengeance, I must learn to control it. Yet with fury boiling in my blood and desire for Roan kindling

my heart, it seems like an impossible task.FBI Agent, Pixie, Terror Leech, Mistress of Dread. Will I

become a King Killer as well?
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This duo never fail to amaze me with the adventures with Roan and Cassandra! The obstacles that

they encounter, and have to over come only makes them stronger! The connection between the two

is amazing to see how it unfolds with every new stage of the book. I cannot wait for the next



installment!

Love this series. Now, I need to patiently wait for the next book. I've read all the CN Crawford

books, and I have enjoyed each a d every one.

I love this series of books and these authors. They pick the best characters, plots, and writing style

to keep readers wanting more!

This book is amazing ! C & A have done an awesome job once again ! Their writing is so fluid .. the

story is exciting, fast paced, and original. The romance is swoon worthy - I love this series!

A cliffhanger! I thought that this would be the last book. I'm so happy that it's not!Obviously I'll be

waiting for the next one.

This is the best one yet!Romance mixed with intrigue.You won't be able to put it down until the very

end. Then you will be waiting on the edge of your chair for the next.

You know when you've finished reading a book that you've really enjoyed and you want to tell

everyone about how great it was but you can't really find the right words to give it the justice it

deserves? Well that's exactly how I feel about Agent of Darkness, the third book in the Dark Fae FBI

book.This book was pure awesomeness. The authors have ramped everything up tenfold and it was

just so exciting to read that I found it incredibly difficult to book the down (FYI, don't start reading

this book just before going to bed). It picks right back up where book two ended with Cass in

Trinovantum. From then on in the story goes from strength to strength. There were several times

where my heart bled for Cass and there were several points where my heart stuttered from the

shock surprises thrown at us. There were some points in the book where I'd worked out what was

going to happen before they did, but then suddenly the authors threw something else into the mix

which I really didn't see coming, and that just made it all the more exciting.Towards the end of this

book I wasn't sure if that was going to be it for the series and thought just maybe the authors had

decided to wrap it up after three books, but then no! The very ending unveils more loose ends for us

to unravel in the next book, and I for one am super excited to read what's going to happen next. I

just really hope that I don't have to wait too long to read it as I'm almost bursting at the seams with

excitement for what will come next. This book is an easy five out of five stars from me. Read it now!



I received an advanced copy of Agent of Darkness to read and give my honest review:Agent of

Darkness was a shock and stunning in the level of excitement and tension that seemed to wait

around every page. Cassandra was full of surprises in her Bad Girl opening that while being warned

by CN and Alex that she would be a mixture.. was so believable in that roll, that you felt the reasons

for it. But at the same time urging her to straighten herself out. Needless to say she did, and through

endless twists and unexpected turns, unfolded a magnificent story with a shocking end, but not yet

concluded. The combination of Christine and Alex working on this series keeps you on the edge of

your seat. Wanting to put the book down for a rest of your nerves... yet wanting to pick it back up to

see what's waiting in the darkness. They take us to places in their twisted imaginations that few

could muster, and not be in a Ward in Bellevue. I do believe this is the best book by far from this

Team, and I can't wait until the next book that has to come to bring a finality to it, and calm my

nerves. ( I didn't mention Roan because he is so integral that it would almost certainly give parts

away) Congratulations CN and Alex on a fantastic Book.
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